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กลอง IP รุน FCS-1060 Pan and Tilt

FCS-1060
10/100Mbps P/T IP Network Camera
LevelOne FCS-1060 is a Pan, Tilt and Zoom IP Network camera, offering superior image quality and
optimized bandwidth efficiency through existing Ethernet connections. It is able to broadcast live images to
your handheld mobile phone or PDA and supports 3GPP/ISMA RSTP format via a 2.5G/3G mobile phone*.
Pan/Tilt/Zoom Network Camera
The FCS-1060 contains a CMOS sensor to record brilliant images up to 640 x 480 pixels and the camera
presents users with a 4x digital zoom capability. The Auto Pan function allows the user to define individual
cameras automatic panning movements thus providing the capability to survey the widest range of targets
over a pan range of 350-degrees and a tilt range of 125-degrees. The Patrol mode allows the user to preset
up to 20 spots for sequential auto-monitoring.
Remotely, Advanced Monitoring Features
The motion detection feature provides operational flexibility to record only when there is motion thus saving
record storage. With a built-in web server, the FCS-1060 provides an easy user interface for remote access to
receive video signals from anywhere anytime over the Internet with the Internet
Explorer browser.
Easy Maintenance and Configuration
With LevelOne’s free bundled software, administrators are able to monitor up to 32 channels simultaneously.
The FCS-1060 also provides recording capabilities for synchronized video & audio when captured by eventdriven or schedule recording modes. For full-featured surveillance solutions to your camera needs, our
LevelOne FCS-1060 absolutely provides optimum solutions when building a digital surveillance environment
- Motorized wide-range Pan/Tilt
- Built-in 1/4" CMOS sensor and high sensitive microphone
- Provides 4x digital zoom
- Supports MPEG4 (Short header mode) compression for streaming video and JPEG for still image
motion detection
- Pre/Post Alarm Snapshots
- Free-Bundled 32-Channel monitoring software
- Built-in Web server for remote accessing image from general web browser anywhere
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